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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
During recent yearss an increasing number of technical
firms and manufacturers have begun to specify heat flux,
energy input per unit area per unit time, as a testing and
designing criteria.

This change in the boundary condition

(to heat flux from temperature excess or others) evolved from
the idea that each material has a characteristic burning tem
perature.

Therefore, the rate of ablation or burning depends

mainly upon the rate of energy input into the specimen, and
not its temperature.

Thus, the need for a flux measuring

device became more acute.
Two main types of calorimeters have become popular
during the past few years.

They are the slope (as shown in

Figure III-l) and the asymptotic calorimeters (as shown in
Figure IV-1).

The slope calorimeter measures the total heat

absorbed by a metal slug of known specific heat and mass.
This measurement is accomplished by measuring the temperature
rise per unit of time at the back face of the sensor slug.
This type of Instrument is discussed in Chapter III of this
study.

The asymptotic calorimeter is a differentiating instru

ment operating on the principle that heat flux input into the
sensing foil Is proportional to the temperature excess of the
center of the foil disc, as compared to the peripheral tempera
ture of the foil disc.
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It is often required to measure energy input into the
surface of a solid or heat transfer from a hot gas into a
surrounding surface, situations easily achieved by a slope or
asymptotic calorimeter.

In many applications, it may be

desirable that the measuring instrument be'small in order
that the measured heat transfer rate can be associated with
some particular location on the surrounding surface.

It is

desirable that the instrument be robust and capable of opera
tion ovet* a wide range of environmental conditions.

The

lnstrumeht must have a rapid time response, it must measure
calorimetrically (without reference to spectral quality),
and it must be capable of generating a signal capable of being
recorded without high amplification.

The signal must be free

from characteristic noise and randdm pick-tip when operated
in^various environments.

In many CaseC, It may be desirable

to*measure heat transfer rates according to the mode of
heat transfer.

That is, measure the net heat transfer rate

into a surface by measuring the net radiant and net convective
fluxes separately.

This situation can be remedied by a

compound calorimeter which measures and records these fluxes
separately.
Oiie of the first attempts to design and construct a
heating hate sensor was made ih 1912 by Abbot.

(I)1

Next, a

^Numbers in parentheses refer to bibliography at the
end of thesis.

blackened disc calorimeter patterned after Abbot’s design was
constructed.

Many other similar metal disc (slope type

calorimeters) with many separate refinements then followed. (2)
None of these units gained much popularity, however.

The

difficulties in obtaining accurate and repeatable heating
rate measurements persisted until a few years ago.

It was at

this time that commercially available transducers came to the
market.
Since the original development phases on these heating
rate sensors, two different main types have evolved.
first of these was the slope or slug calorimeter.

The

The slug

calorimeter, due to its construction, is an intergrating type
of instrument giving the total energy absorbed by the slug over
a stated period of time.

This means that their readings must

be differentiated with respect to time in order to yield the
required fluxes seen by the slug.

This is a very distinct

drawback in applications in which variations of flux, with
respect to time, are of interest.

This design has the advan

tage of measuring actual structural heat transfer over a
period of time, since a slug can be constructed of the same
material as the structural member.

To rectify the disadvan

tages of the slug calorimeter, the asymptotic calorimeter was
devised in 1952

4
The United States Navy issued a research and developraent contract in 1952 to develop a high response, direct read
out, heat flux calorimeter*

The result of this contract was

the solidification of Abbot's and Hottel*s ideas into a
primitive differentiating asymptotic calorimeter*

Gardon (3)

(4) submitted the first analytical analysis of this type of
_ calorimeter the following year*

Since that time, only four

companies have taken up the challenge presented to optimize
and produce a reliable and practical design* These four comi
i''
panies are Arthur C, Huge Associates, Pittsburg Plate Glass
Company (where Robert Gardon was the Senior Group Leader of
-3
Basic Engineering Research), Hy-Cal Engineering of Santa Pe
Springs, California, and Boeing Airplane Company of Seattle,
Washington*
These calorimeters found a place in modern testing al
most immediately*

They were used in the development of many

well-known missile programs *

They were employed in tests which

have provided the scientist with a completely new source of
design Information*

This information is accurate and reliable

so that correlation between thermal capacity and the weight of
various components can be accurately determined, i.e* exact
structural likeness can be simulated*

Being able to obtain

this information has not only made correlation possible, but
has enabled engineers to optimize various candidate designs
in many areas*

5
\
Presentlys these calorimeters are being used as second
ary instruments for measurement of high intensity thermal
radiation from sources such as quartz lampss LASERS, and other
radiation media„

They are being used for measuring a combined

high intensity radiation and convection such as plasma-arcs,
blast furnaces, brasing and cutting torches, and a multitude
of other uses.

They are being used to measure rocket exhaust

gas heating rate so that a lighter, more efficient nozzle can
be designed«

Indeed, these miniature calorimeters are a sig

nificant breakthrough in the development of a needed heat
rate sensing instrument„
A correspondence from one instrument output to another
instrument output is desirable.,

It is for this purpose that

each calorimeter, whether slope or asymptotic, can be calibra
ted very accurately by imposing a known flux input and record
ing the Indicated output.

Then, a calibration constant is

determined for the slope calorimeter and, likewise, a flux
output versus electromotive force calibration curve is ob
tained for each asymptotic calorimeter.

This calibration

procedure thus makes certain that the results obtained from
one calorimeter will agree with another instrument’s readings
of the same flux input even though minute construction and
material differences change the output and response of a
calorimeter markedly„

Through these means, cairbration has

become a closely controlled procedure throughout most of the

6
missile industry, even though the National Bureau of Standards
has not as yet adopted a set of primary standard calorimeters
and has not set up calibrating procedures or testing*

Even

though the mentioned advantages of these calorimeters have
made them a widely accepted instrument, the constant improve
ment in design and manufacture should make their usage even
more popular in the future*

In all, the outlook for these

relatively new scientific instruments looks very bright and
promising.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
The survey for this thesis began with the need to know
certain heat flux inputs into candidate insulating materials
for missile programs.

It was at this time that literature

relevant to the slope and asymptotic calorimeters was first
encountered.

Later, while working on the same program, the

usages and practicality of the asymptotic calorimeter was dis
covered when these instruments were used to calibrate the
Brigham Young University Plasma-Jet facilities.

Likewise,

slug calorimeters were used to find the radiant heat input
into a specimen from a quartz lamp.

It was discovered, how

ever, that a complete analytical analysis had never been
conducted on these instruments.

This lack of information

constituted the beginning of this thesis study.
As a first phase of Investigation, letters were sent
to every calorimeter manufacturer in the United States listed
in Thomas8 Register, or the Scientific Instruments Journal.
Of the forty-seven inquiries, only four companies knew of
such devices.

As stated in the Introduction, these were;

Pittsburg Plate Glass Company, Boeing Airplane Company,
Arthur C. Ruge Associates, and Hy-Cal Engineering.
This information from Pittsburg Plate Glass indicated
that Dr. R. Gardon and Mr. J. 0. Cobonpue had conducted work
there for several years, but that all of their information

had been released In one of three places.

The first was in

The Review of Scientific Instruments in an article entitled
"An Instrument for the Direct Measurement of Intense Thermal
Radiation." (3)

Second, the article "A Transducer for the

Measurement of Heat Flow Rates," was consulted in Transactions
of ASME Journal of Heat Transfer. (^) and the last information
reported and recorded was in the International Heat Transfer
Conference in Colorado (August-September, 1961), Part II,
entitled "Heat Transfer Between a Flat Plate and Jets of Air
Impinging on It." (5)

All of this information has been read,

and that relevant to the subject has been incorporated into
this study with particular reference and acknowledgement to
Dr. Gardon. (3) (4) (5)
Dr. Gardon derived the general differential equation
for temperature as a function of radius and time for the disc
of an asymptotic calorimeter in his first paper.

It is:

si = s i * 1
tl
3T
r *
b r ’He solved the equation, however, for the relatively simple case
of steady state, with no Z direction or temperature dependence,
and with a uniform heat flux input.

In this study, the

analysis was extended to Include various heat flux inputs for
both steady state and transient conditions.
The information from Hy-Cal Engineering contained two
technical papers and several very helpful and interesting
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brochures which illustrated their line of miniature calorim
eters.

The paper by Jones (6) discussed the slope (slug)

calorimeter, and its applications and reducing the data
obtained by this type of calorimeter.

The paper by Stempel (7)

discussed, as his abstract states, past methods for measurement
of heating rates on airborne vehicles and captive firings in
relation to the present state of the art methods.

In addition,

techniques for calibration and data handling are presented.
Criteria to be considered as to the type of sensors for various
applications are expanded upon.
The information of these papers has been adopted liber
ally throughout this study; therefore, proper acknowledgement
must be afforded to Mr. Jones, Mr. Stempel, and to Hy-Cal
Engineering.
Another source consulted was the article "Some New Mea
suring Techniques in High Temperature Gases," by P. L. Blackhear and L. H, Fingerson in the Pro.lect SQUID Technical Report
N o . Mln-3-P in December of 1961.

To summarize this article,

it could be said that an anemometer consisting of a hollow,
internally cooled, non-conductor has on its surface a thin
film resistance element.

The surface of the film is kept at

constant temperature by a compensating power supply and the
resulting power requirement represents the heat flux from the
electrically heated surface to the surroundings and to the
internal coolant.

This heat flux probe can be designed to
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operate at gas temperature up to about 3»°0° °K at atmospheric
pressures and subsonic velocities.

It is, in effect, a constant

temperature hot wire anemometer than can be operated in high
temperature flames.

The heat flux to or from the film depends

upon the mass flow per unit area approaching the sensing ele
ment, the enthalpy difference between the free stream and sur
face conditions, and the physical properties of the approaching
stream.

By placing the sensing element upstream of the throat

of a sonic orifice, the approach mass flow has been linked to
the other two properties of the stream.
Another source consulted was the article "Heat Flux
Probe for Dynamic Measurements in High Temperature Gases," in
Report Mln-2-P. (l4)

The heat flux probe has been developed

to measure transient and steady-state properties in fluids over
a wide range of temperatures.

The device measures the nearly

instantaneous rate of heat transfer to an internally cooled
cylinder.

Electronic circuitry is used to keep the surface

of the cylinder at essentially a constant temperature.
Velocity effects can be controlled by mounting the sensitive
element in a sonic flow, aspirating probe.
The various factors affecting the accuracy of the system
are discussed.

One of primary interest in transient measure

ments is the frequency response.

Calculations predict respon

ses above 10 KC under most operating conditions.

Experimental
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results are also shown which indicate good frequency response.
The primary advantages claimed are;

(1) temperature range

above that of uncooled materials, (2) small measurement area,
and (3) high frequency response.
The U Path Stream Calorimeter was encountered.

This

calorimeter was not of the flux recording type, (8)
Cosa Corporation's Sigma Mark II Recording Calorimeter
was also studied.

The Sigma

Calorimeter accurately measures

the British Thermal Unit per cubic foot of all types of com
bustible gases and continuously records this value on a cali
brated chart to provide a permanent record of the calorific
valve of the gas. (9)
P.D.R.'s Calorimetric Power Meter was reviewed, but was
not of the type desired. (10)
Many bomb calorimeters were reviewed, but were not
adaptable to this thesis problem.
An extemely interesting brochure on micro wave and
radar energy pick-up was written by Samuel Freedman of
Chemalloy Electronics Corporation.

This "calorimetric watt

meter" is a steady-state calorimeter measuring the temperature
use of known flow rate of known liquid, but once again, did
not apply to this thesis. (11)
Chrysler Corporation Space Division was consulted.
They stated that analytical and experimental work has been
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conducted there.

This source of information was not fully

exploited due to the likeness of the information obtained
earlier from Hy-Cal Engineering,
Advanced Technology Laboratories have also conducted
analytical work on these units in conjunction with N.A.S.A.,
Marshall Space Flight Center.
Two other companies have recently entered into the heat
flux transducer business.

They are Fenwall and Hi-Temp.

These companies were contacted, but specific information on
the flux transducers was not achieved.

CHAPTER III
THE SLOPE TYPE CALORIMETER
The Ideal Calorimeter. Even though an Ideal calorimeter
is Impossible to construct, the theory of operation is impor
tant as a standard of comparison for those that are actually
constructed,
The ideal slope calorimeter shown in Figure III-l is
one in which the specific heat of the slug is a constant, the
conductivity of the slug is infinite, the slug is perfectly
insulated except for the sensing face, and the slug will with
stand infinite temperature and unlimited chemical environments.

Figure III-l

The Perfect Calorimeter
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It should be noted that the requirements do not demand an
isotropic or homogenous material.

The conditions

of perfectly-

insulated about the edges and isotropic material are overlapping
conditions, in that the heat flux input affects the back face
in the same manner for an isotropic as an non-isotropic mater
ial.

Likewise, the conditions of constant specific heat and

infinite conductivity eliminate the requirement of a homogen
ous material.
The principle of operation of the slope calorimeter can
be stated mathematically as:
f" =

(III-l)

P Scr

or more
(III-2)

EMF
OUTPUT

TIME
Figure III-2

The Ideal Slope Calorimeter Trace
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The trace using a perfect recorder of an ideal calorimeter
would appear as a linear function of time as shown in Figure
III-2 where exposed to a constant heating rate. It is, there
fore, apparent that this type of Instrument, even though
perfect, is an integrating type of instrument giving the
total energy absorbed over a certain period of time.

This

means that the readings obtained from these instruments must
be differentiated with respect to time to yield the fluxes
seen by the slug.

The fact that the energy must be absorbed

by the calorimeter slug, introduces three commonly encounter
ed problems, namely, the case of a uniform and constant heat
flux input, the case of the calorimeter being Introduced
suddenly into a media of constant environmental properties,
and the case of the upper face being suddenly elevated to a
new temperature.
Since, in the ideal case, only calorimeters that will
withstand unlimited environmental conditions are considered,
the case of the suddenly applied environment, i.e. where the
heat flux input decreases as the calorimeter temperature
approaches the environmental temperatures, will become the
most important conditions of analysis.

It should be noted

that if the calorimeter burns, it burns at a characteristic
flame temperature.

Likewise, if it melts, it melts at a

characteristic melting temperature, i.e. the surface tem
perature is constant.

This means that the rate of burning
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is a function of energy input only.

This can be analyzed as

the second condition, which is the case of a constant heat
flux input.

If an infinite heat source at a constant tem

perature is placed suddenly upon the face of the sensor
element, it can be analyzed by the third method, which is
the case of the upper face being suddenly elevated to a new
temperature.

When the cases of a sudden surface temperature

rise and constant heat flux input are considered for the
perfect calorimeter, there is no time or phase lag since the
temperature gradient in the Z direction is infinite for an
ideal calorimeter.

But, if the case of the suddenly applied

environmental condition is considered, the heat input value
is limited to hr (T-T ),

This means that hr must be infinite

if there is no resistance to the flow of heat into the calo
rimeter,

A further discussion and explanation will follow in

this chapter.
The Actual Slope Calorimeter.

In contrast to the ideal

calorimeter, the actual calorimeter is not perfectly insulated,
the conductivity in the longitudinal direction is not infinite,
the specific heat of the slug is not a constant, and the calo
rimeter will not withstand infinite environmental conditions.
Some of the ideal conditions are more nearly approximated than
others.

Likewise, other parameters are known functional rela

tions such as the specific heat variation with temperature

and can be corrected accordingly.

The complete mathematical

model for the actual case would be extremely complex, there
fore, the actual problem is broken into several more simple
cases, spoken of previously.
Case I . A body at a uniform temperature at time zero is
placed in a fluid at a different temperature.

First, the case

of a calorimeter with a very little or no JL temperature grad
ient,

i.e. for a low heat-transfer coefficient, the heat flow

to or from the body, is controlled principally by the convec
tion resistance, i.e. the body is spacewise isothermal or the
temperature varying only with time.
Consider the slug shown in Figure III-3.

^convection

Figure III-3

The Slug of a Slope Calorimeter

An energy balance of the slug requires that the change in stored
energy equal the convective loss, or
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letting T-7f = ©

then

d© _ _ U G
(Ill-3a)
o
o
o
o
©
o
o
o
©
dt
(III=3b)
d © _ _ ftA
Ji
©
o
o
o
0
0
0
0
4
or
© Solving this equation for 9 in terms of t and noting that
at t=09 T=T
—

s

—

yields
-I^Vpc(v)i
<
2.
0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

(III-4)

0

Nondimensionalizing results in the following equations
e ” f"

g O
r

O
F°

O

O

O

O

O

Q

O

O

(III-4a)

which can be plotted in the form of the dimensionless tem
perature

ratio

versus Fourier modulus for various Blot

PC - *5*
Figure
Time-Temperature
History of a Homogenous Slug
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The error associated with the simplifying assumption
of infinite e direction conductivity» l.e. spacewise isother
mal in the z direction^ can be found by solving the describing
equation
__ _ /
dt
VSP

. i

©£©

OK

.

O

. i \a
rd?

O

O

o

o

0

o

.

-

\
a>Jo

o

o

o

o(III~5
•(Ill-5a)

o

This equation can be solved by the classical separation of
variables method using the boundary conditions?
j

AT

^

~°

)
i *o

•

© = ©o

The solution of Equation III-5a becomes
©■ =

Z Ah e.
***l

where
/^N a

£ J

hw

COS

cos C O

2.

o

dx

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

AMb

SINJ

act A m ^ . k l

o

o

o

o

(III-6)

o

(III-7)

■s 3 @ o
>n s +

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

(III-7a)

co5^ S

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

(III-8)

These values have been plotted by Groeber9 Gurney-Lurie9
Hiesler9 and others.

They may be found in most standard

heat transfer texts.
The error due to the z direction temperature gradient

can be calculated ass
E _ errorous quantity - true quantity « ° » »
true quantity
The temperature
emperature error becomes
_ e.
5 ) - ZiQo ?
£
0=1
ZG o ^

(III-9)

C2 /

31^ an eos An Z/s
(III-10)
Vn+ £n d^*- $n

C
C «y
^ y-s<Nj^n m s ^ ^s.
WHER£
Sp (m-ii)
£n 4 i«
The heat transferred into the ideal slug was shown to be:

fr;

< Z .~ ^ ( s% )

(III-12 )
(III-12a )
(III-12b)
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The heat transferred if a Z gradient is not neglected becomes:
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Vn"4 & -3«M in CosSr\

then the difference in the energy storage then becomes, i.e
the errort
I
- j £ V

9 kS < /st^ikC L" £
aas £n . . (in-14)
$»+*** in ,

n=i

£n + s/n Sn cos

The assumptions used in deriving this relationship are
noted for convenience.

The heat transfer in or out is limited

principally by convection resistance.

The assumptions of one

dimensional heat flow, a homogenous solid, 0=©o at t = 0,
and Fourier's law of conduction at Z=S were assumed.
h, k, and Cp are constants with time and temperature.

Also,
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Now, if Equation III-6 is differentiated and algebraically
manipulated according to the formula
„

_

,iNblCATEb l£l'

tr/AcTVAc-

/Ac t u a l
then evaluated at Z=S, it becomes
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Sr\-4- <$n COS <^h

Equation III-15 is plotted qualitatively in Figure
III-5.

Figure III-5 Temperature Change as a Function of Time
for an Ideal Calorimeter and Actual Calorimeter
According to the Equations
and 2.4.«- 6 o
-- ji

Respectively.

9
^
f .r
— -£
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S
r
t
COS
r\
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Case II. The constant heat flux input problem is a
body at a uniform temperature at t=0 at which time a uniform
and constant heat flux is imposed on the sensing face of the
calorimeter.
Consider the slug shown in Figure III-3.

If the con

ductivity in z direction is very large, so that little or no
temperature gradient is present, then .
e

0-T-Tj

could represent the heat input.

(III-16)

If, however, the z direction

temperature gradient cannot be neglected, the equation be
comes:

, _ ,
oct n2n z

(See Figure III-6, page 23, of this study.)
This equation was derived with the following assumptions
zero initial temperature excess, a constant and uniform heat
flux into solid at Z=S, perfect insulation at Z=0, Fourier's
law of conduction, all of the heat flux is absorbed into the
slug, and there is not any property dependence for r or ©.
Equation III-17 was taken from Carslaw and Jaeger. (15)
According to Equation III-9, the temperature error due to the
z gradient becomes:
'TEMP

_s

23

oo

Jsl_____

kT
®Ct
Figure III-6 Values of (ZlTs )-(^f) For a Slab of
Thickness S with no Flow or Hear at z=0 and Con
stant flux at z=S. The numbers on the curves are
values of oft/S2 .

The elemental specific heat capacity error, if the Z gradient
is neglected, becomes:

I_ * - t o o
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The response of the temperature rise T due to q" and
the temperature derivative —^ are compared to the responses
of an ideal calorimeter in Figure III-?.

This was done only

at the back face, Z=0, using the equation:

e *P ■

^

>

III-21)

The derivative of this function is:
L

C*e d B - ol-

c!9r qJL / |

ZIP exP

('kn!li!i\
V fC^S^

(r0"exp -AnvTl*i.V. .

(III-22)

Figure III-7 A Quantitative Figure of the Response of an
Actual Calorimeter Described by Equations III-17 and III-22
Evaluated at the Back Face.
The instrument parameters such as dead time, dead zone,
dynamic error and measuring lap might be illustrated more fully
by use of a specific example.

Hy-Cal Engineering produces a

slope calorimeter in which the slug is made of AISI 321 Stain
less steel.

The initial transient of the back face for this

calorimeter takes about 0.2 seconds at which time the back
face temperature derivative has reached 90 per cent of the
ideal value.

After that time, the derivatives are about the

same and the back face temperature lags the ideal temperature

0

0.1

0.2

77m e:c/V

..0,3

oA

0.5

.)

Figure III-8 Time Lag to Back Face of Insulated C-1080
Calorimeter Slug. Hy-Cal Engineering, Jones (6).
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by 0.1 second*

SI

Then, assigning the common technical nomenclature from Figure
III-8 for this particular instrument, dead time would be
.02 second, the measuring lag would be 0.1 second, the dynamic
lag (Yg - Yj) at (t = tx ) would be, for example, 1.5 divisions
at 1.5 seconds and the dead zone would be .03 second.

The

sensitivity of this type of instrument can be defined to bes

.

(III-23)
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As an example, sensitivity versus Fourier modulus was plotted
in Figure III-9 of this report for 18-8 stainless steel at
temperature of 68 and ill2°F„

(See Appendix B, page 101, for

sample calculations and method of solution.)
It can be seen from Figure III-9 that the sensitivity
defined in the above manner is not a constant number.

It

may then be desirable to assign sensitivity of a slope calo
rimeter at a particular location or value on the response
curve.

Such a value has been found experimentally to be

approximately one second after the application of flux to
the sensor for the Hy-Cal C1080 spoken of previously.

At

one second, the (S3L) curve of the C1080 has essentially
dt
obtained the (44-) of an ideal calorimeter.
(See Figure III-8
dt
of this report.) The problem now resolves into calculation
of the Fourier modulus and observe experimentally if the
number obtained describes the same conditions, i.e. (&2L)
dt
actual calorimeter equals (^) ideal calorimeter for every
dt
calorimeter. If it does, it is felt that sensitivity should
be taken at this "Characteristic" Fourier modulus.
Case III. A calorimeter slug is at a uniform tempera
ture, the surface Z = 0 is insulated? then the temperature
at Z = S is suddenly raised to Tg.
If the z gradient is negligible, the solution iss

A
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but If the z gradient is not neglected, the solution for 0
oecomes;
C. H s'2 n +1

1

____

cos (3n-vl)TTfe/4s
(III-24)
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0

Figure III-10 Temperature Distribution at Various
Times in a Slab-S<-*<S
With Zero Initial Tem
perature and Surface Temperature Ts at £ >0*
The numbers on the curves are the values of cxty^-j.
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The error in heat transferred into the body becomes
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The derivative of the temperature is

dr = jatfc-nl r?P -fyn+if-n* rs cost e n ^ r z ^ r ^
dt
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(This result verifies the fact that the slug is insulated
at Z=0.)

There is no heat transfer across the surface.

The temperature at Z = 0 is described by the equation

cos (a*+*■*+

4Tj < (-o’

r=. Ts

TX

!

2s

and the derivative by the equation
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Id II .
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(III-28)

The periodic surface temperature problem. The fre
quency at which a calorimeter records no temperature rise or
loss at the back face is defined as the critical frequency.
Consider the slab -^oi^-^with zero initial temperature and its
surface maintained at temperature (sin wt + €) for tl>o.

The

solution can be found in Carslaw and Jaeger (15) as:

,U - A

. ,

j
l\ I -f11~')”(W
O
+€.-*- •
a)-*- Hrrk n-o
m 4^ z + ^-n4 C2n+iF
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where
A=[c<»sl\

cos 2 uj'x /Xc<os/>

V = ABafewkW^O-t-Ol
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LeosKu'HO+t)J

-t eas
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(111-30 )
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(HI-31)

..........

(111-32)

which is shown graphically in Figures III-ll and III-12.

of the Steady Oscillation of TemperPhase of the Steady Oscillaature in a Slab with Periodic Surface tion of Temperature with the
Temperatures.
Conditions of Figure III-ll.
It can be seen from Figure Ill-il that the critical
frequency at X=0 is s

S3 JL*

S.S"

(III-33)

Experimental Results.

It has been shown that the

equation describing the principle of an ideal slope calorimeter
dT
1S
q — C
o
.
.
O
0 O . • 0 0 O 0 O O O 0 O O 0 0
(lll"*35^
dt
However, since it is impossible to achieve perfect insulating
material around the calorimeter, and a

Z

temperature grad

ient is always present, this equation has been modified to
the form of

c ^ + KAT

. . . . . . . . . . .
(III-36)
dt
is the temperature rise of the sensor and K is a

where

q” =

specific calorimetric constant obtained through calorimeter
calibration.
If the flux input q*1 is uniform and constant, then

r
*

* - & -A£

-

which is the complementary solution.

Now assume that 9

is a constant, or 9 = A* then:

A=

1

/
‘k

Then, total solution is the sum of these solutions, or:

© * ^
/vt - t — o
oe-

+ e,
<3*0

C, * -

«=-iuA.v.t_y

e

(III-37)

from which the calorimetric constant K can be solved, or
implicitly evaluated
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Jones (6) considers two periods or two regimes of heat
ing which he calls short term heating and long term heating.
In the first few seconds of heating, the sensor temperature
is not sensitive to the mounting conditons which is the
criterion of short term heating.

Figure III-13 shows the

initial response of a typical commerical calorimeter to a
constant heat rate.

The linear response of an ideal calorim

eter with the same heat capacity is also shown for comparison.

Figure HI-13 Initial Response of a C-1080 Calorimeter
to a Constant Heat Flux Input. This calculated curve
is typical for all non-perfect calorimeters.

Note the double curvature In the calculated temperature history.
For the next period of time, the heat flow from the sensor is
small compared to the heat input; the calculated temperature
slope is about the same as ideal.

From the next period, the

calculated slope is slightly larger than ideal, thus indicat
ing a new flow of heat into the sensor slug from the insulation.
This net heat gain is by the high temperature near the surface
of the insulation around the sensor slug.

Details of the cal

culation show that the sensor slug gains more heat from the
hot insulation near the surface than it loses to the cool
Insulation further down the calorimeter body. (12)

The possi

bility of a net heat gain by the sensor is qualified by two
shortcomings in the calculations.

First, there are uncertain

ties in the thermal characteristics of the Insulation and of
the boundaries between adjacent materials.

Secondly, while

the assumption that the heat input is independent of surface
temperature is reasonable for radiant type heating, it is quite
poor for convective heating.
In any case, the gain or loss of heat in the first few
seconds is small compared to the heat input, and the calorimeter
can be treated as ideal for this time period.
After about five seconds, the lower temperatures in
the transducer housing prevail and there is a net heat loss
from the sensing slug.

The mounting conditions of the cal

orimeter housing now become important.

Figure

presents
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the calculated temperature response of the Hy-Cal calorimeter
to a five second heat pulse under two extreme mounting condi
tions.

In one case, the calorimeter was completely insulated

after the heat pulse.

In the other case, the calorimeter was

mounted on a .125 inch steel plate, the bottom of which is
kept at the initial temperature.

These two cases should brack

et the range of actual calorimeter installation.

The tempera

ture on the cooled mount is two to three times greater than
the temperature loss on the insulated mount.

Note that the

temperature loss on the insulated mount is not a loss from
the calorimeter as a whole.

Instead, it represents a trans

fer of heat from the hot sensor slug to the cooled transducer
housing.

For very long times, the temperature would approach

a constant temperature determined by the effective heat capac
ity of the whole calorimeter with a pulse input.

If the cal

orimeter assembly was designed to have the same heat capacity
as the sensor slug, there would be no long term heat loss on
an insulated mount.
Typical values of C and K are found to be about 0.3
®/ft^- sec- F and between 0.0100 and 0.0025 ®/ft-sec-°F
respectively.

(These values were obtained for a Hy-Cal

C-1080 calorimeter.)
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Figure III-14 Eff ect of Mounting Conditions on the
Calculated Temperature Decay of the C-1080
Calorimeter.
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Discussion of Results.

The ideal slope calorimeter

was shown to operate according to the describing equation

=

41.

It was necessary to modify the equation for "long heating
times,” over five sebonds, according to Jones, (6) to account
for the fact that the body is not perfectly insulated.

For

times under five seconds, the heat loss can be neglected,
states Jones, (6) from his paper on the Hy-Cal 1080 slug
calorimeter.

It was also shown in Figure III-13 that the

difference in read-outs of the ideal and calculated case
decreased with time, and that the derivative of temperature
with respect to time for the actual calorimeter, converged
to the value (— ) obtained by the ideal calorimeter. This
dt
being the case, the calculated value of an actual calorimeter
reading should vary only by a slight amount, from the reading
of an ideal calorimeter.
It has been shown experimentally at Hy-Cal, that the
best place to take the slope of the output trace is from one
to two seconds after the heat flux input has occured.
The present method of evaluating K is to apply a pulse
of heat for about five seconds to the calorimeter, then record
the temperature of the slug as it decreases.

In some cases,

the long term heating loss can be approximated by an exponen
tial decay or letting the temperature be represented, by
T'/T'max = exP (-tT').
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This is a solution of Equation 111-36, when qH = 0.
knowing that
determined.

Then,

the time constant and hence K can be
It should be noted that radiant loss terms were

neglected and that convective losses from the face after the
heat input was discontinued, were accredited to the "heat
loss term” K,

This particular method of the evaluation of

K may or may not be too great for the actual losses when the
heat is being applied.

Another method of K determination is

suggested in Chapter V of this thesis.
In concluding this chapter, it might be helpful to
summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the slope type
calorimeter.

The data reduction from these calorimeters

requires a knowledge of the heat capacity and the heat losses
from the calorimeter sensing face.

The best estimates are

obtained from direct measurements, but the heat capacity can
only be found by knowing the thermal properties of the slug.
The slug calorimeter has the advantage of giving out
puts in the order of thirty to fifty millivolts.

They can

assimulate actual structural thickness and they can also be
made extremely small.

They are ideally suited to areas where

the total heat transfer for a short period of time is desired.
The slug calorimeter has the inherent disadvantage of
not being responsive to time variations of heating rate.
is a non-steady state device which cannot record rapidly

It

fluctuating heating rates <> It also requires considerably
more data reduction time.

An overlappings but another men-

tionable disadvantage is that, if a reference junction is
not used, a thermocouple correcting factor must be incor
porated in the reducing of data„

CHAPTER IV
THE ASYMPTOTIC CALORIMETER
The Ideal Asymptotic Calorimeter.

The principle of

operation of the asymptotic calorimeter is shown in Figure
IV-1 and Figure IV-2.

thermocouple junction
sensor disc
body serving as a
heat sink
to recorder

Figure IV-1
'-

Construction of Asymptotic Calorimeter
.

temperature of

temperature profile
of calorimeter face
at any instant of time

Figure IV-2 Diagram of Principles of Operation
of the Asymptotic Calorimeter.
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The member F of the calorimeter is a very thin, small
disc of positive or negative thermocouple metal foil.

Member

W is a small diameter wire such that a thermocouple potential
is produced at the junction.

The member P is a large body of

the same material as W which acts as a heat sink.

This con

struction enables a differential thermocouple A and B to be
formed.

When the calorimeter is placed into a hot uniform

environmental condition, the thin foil "immediately" raises
in temperature.

There is a net radial flow of heat from the

foil into the cooled heat sink leaving a higher temperature
at the center of the foil.

This temperature difference is

then found to be directly proportional to the heat flux
input.

(See Figure IV-2 of this chapter.)

The dimensions

of the heat flow meter are such that for all practical pur
poses, the foil is always in thermal equilibrium with (P)
in which it is mounted.

That is, the assumption is made

that the peripheral junction of the foil and the heat sink
is a perfect junction or the temperature of the foil periph
ery is always at the same temperature as P.
At a first glance, i^jtfay appear desirable to design
a calorimeter for the maximum possible temperature difference
and hence, the maximum electromotive force output for a given
rate of heat flow.

This is not always the case, however, for

unduly large elevations of the central temperature would

disturb the temperature distribution of the surface under
study.

This disturbance would result from the change of

thermal conductivity with temperature.

In other words,ATm

should be kept small in relation to AT, the temperature
difference that is the driving force for the heat transfer
under study.
Consider now the sensor face shown in Figure IV-3 for
the derivation of the temperature distribution in the thin
foil sensor face.

Figure IV-3 The Sensing Foil Disc of an
Asymptotic Calorimeter
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Taking an energy balance on this metal foil for an
elemental volume yields §
O
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O

O
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(IV^l )
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or change in storage is equal to the heat in, minus the heat
out, ors
( 3 n r l r S l f4 , g »
Assuming Fourier°s law of conduction for the elements

If second order differentials are neglected,
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These assumptions were used to derive the differential
Equations IV-3 and IV-3a s

there was no

generation of heat 5

steady state was assumed at any instant 5 temperature is
independent of the S direction; Fourier’s law of conduction
and accompanying assumptions for elemental cube was assumed;
a perfect junction at B was formed* and specific heat and
thermal conductivity are independent of temperature.
order differentials were neglected.

Second

Isotropic and homogenous

material assumptions were also used in the derivation.
Equation IV-2 is the differential equation describing
the operation of an ideal asymptotic calorimeter.

Assuming

an equilibrium state such that
-VE____
it.........................

<lv-5 >

Equation IV-3 reduces to:
o

...........

= $z

(lv-6>

or

-■a"
gk

+
ar1

r

..................

•

<IV"6a)

Since r only is variable, this equation becomes a total dif
ferential equation, which can be written:

-|t=

iS

..............

(IV-7)

Knowing that
+ or

ch
4

+ 1 4X
dr

r

. . . . . .

(IV-?a)

^5
the equation reduces to:
(IV-7b)
Case X*

The uniform heat flux input is analyzed.

Figure IV-4

Uniform Heat Flux Field Input.

Starting with Equation IV-7a,
_ 9 " r _ ol (r dT/dr)
cTr
and integrating both sides, yields:
m

- r A j _____ A T r= o j

integrating again
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The read-out of such a calorimeter to a uniform heat
flux input is a reading proportional to the area and inversely
proportional to the thickness and conductivity of the foil.
The sensitivity (SI) of an instrument is defined as
the magnitude of response divided by the quantity being mea
sured, or
SI r

£HF

output

................

(IV-9)

If the electromotive force versus temperature for a particular
kind of thermocouple is assumed as a linear relationship,
then EMF = CO, where the reference function is considered
zero i
OR*
(IV-10)
A representative graph is included here to show the
relationship that must hold between the radius R and the
thickness S of the sensor disc.
sidered to be representative.

A constantan disc was con
The thermocouple constant C

was determined as 41,6 °F/millivolt, such that the sensitivity
(SI) = 4.590 x 10“^ R2/S where R and S are in feet.

(See

page 101 of the Appendix for the assumption and calculation
figures used.)
Five other types of flux input were analyzed to obtain
heat flux versus temperature difference relations.
Appendix section

B, page 101 of this thesis.)

(See

It is important

to note the results to see how various inputs affect the

10 1

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-5

Sensitivity Curves for a Uniform Heat Flux Input into the
Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor.
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sensitivity curves, the q" versus L t curves, and the speed
response curves.
Case II.

The cosine heat flux Input problem was ana

lyzed.

Figure IV-6

A Cosine Shaped Heat Flux Input.

The output reading for a cosine shaped heat input
field was found to produce the same output as a uniform
field, except for a constant less than one.

The derivation

of Equation IV-11 can be found in Appendix B, page 101* or,
restating for convenience, it was found to be:

The sensitivity was found to be:
SIU=

- K f j R S l (if

. '

(iv-1 3 )

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-7

Sensitivity Curves for a Cosine Flux Input.
The heat flux is zero at r=R.

Radius (in feet)
Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor.
such that R/L = .1.

The flux input pattern is
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Sensitivity curves for

q

ratios of „ol, .1, and 1 were found

to b e ;
sig-.oi

2ls

,
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= 3,297? y/o~4 Sf-* .............. dv- 130)

These equations state that for a given radius B and
sensitivity SI, the thickness S must be decreased as jjfXj

increases.

Response time changes will be discussed in a

later Section.
Case III. Hyperbolic cosine heat flux input problems
were analyzed.

Figure IV-9
Input

A Hyperbolic Cosine Flux Field
(q" = q" center cosh (r/L) ).

The output reading for a cosh flux field input was
found to produce the same reading produced by a uniform field
except for a constant which is greater than one.
B, pagelOlfor the derivation.

See Appendix

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-10 Sensitivity Curves for a Hyperbolic Cosine Input Flux into
the Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input pattern is such
that R/L = 1.

10

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-11 Sensitivity Curves for a Hyperbolic Cosine Input Flux into
the Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input pattern is such
that R/L - .1.
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Sensitivity curves were plotted for — ratios of .1 and 1,, or,
Xj
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These equations indicate that the thickness must be
R
increased for a given E and SI as “ increases0
Xj
This result is not at all surprising since it is the
reverse of the cosine case considered previously.,

The slope

of the sensitivity Is changed by the magnitude of the series

Ll-+-(jfO1

+

il J o „ o o o O O O (IV-16)

that Is9 they are of a less steep slope„

This means that

for a given R and S9 the sensitivity of the calorimeter is
greater„
Case IV„ A secant form heat flux input field problem

Figure IV-12

A Secant Flux Field Input„

Figure IV-13 Sensitivity Curves for a Secant Input Flux into
the Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input pat
tern is such that R/L = .75-

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-14 Sensitivity Curves for a Secant Input Flux into
the Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input pat
tern is such that R/L = .1.

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-15 Sensitivity Curves for a Secant Input Flux into the
Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input pattern is
such that R/L =

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-16 Sensitivity Curves for a Secant Input Flux into the
Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input pattern is
such that R/L = .25.

The output reading for a secant flux field input
was found to produce the same reading produced by a uniform
field except for a constant greater than one.

This type of

curve produced the greatest output for a given input of the
six types considered.

See Appendix B, page 101 for the

complete derivations and sample calculation.

© was found
m

to be :
A L [ A h ' " 1 (IV-17
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and

Representative curves for a constantan disc and jr
values of ,1, .25, .5 and .75 are inclosed in this section.
The equations are:
si*,,, = 4, ^ U )
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(IV-19C)
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(Iv-19b)
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(iv-i9d)

The problem of a linear heat flux with a

minimum at the center was analyzed.

Figure IV-17 A Linear Flux Pattern Input, such that
q" = q" center (mr+b) where m = slope of the
flux curve b = 1.
q"c = the value of flux at the center.
It was found (see Appendix
- ^ ^ I

+

b

> page 101) that?
(IV-20)

.444- m K

or
of ^ _e*j±£k_______

.

(IV-21)

and
=

iez D + . w ± m R J

(IV-22)

tska -----Representative curves for a constantan disc are
inclosed in Figure IV-19 of this section for slopes of .1,
.5, .25, and .75.

Case VI.

The problem of a linear flux input with a

maximum in the center was analyzed.

Figure IV-18 A Linear Heat Flux Input,
such that q^ (mr+l).

Radius (in feet)
Figure IV-19 Sensitivity Curves for a Linear but not Uniform Flux Input
into the Sensor Disc of an Asymptotic Sensor. The flux input is a mini
mum at the center. SI is plotted for values of slope(^= .1, .25, .5, and
.75 respectively.

Radius (in feet)
maximum at the center„
respectivelyc

SI is plotted for values of slope (rrO-.l and ,5j
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As in the previous cases, the 9m was found to differ
from a uniform heat flux input by only a constant.,

It was

found (see Appendix B, page 101) that:

*

JHSk

....
9

1

Om .... ....
R*cI-Vi ”1ft]
....
sx- R1tl- %
4

(IV-25)

'/c.Sk

Sensitivity curves for a constantan disc are Inclosed
in this section for slopes of .1, .25, .5 and .75.
Estimate the Time for Steady State and Find the Response
Time.

Since the temperature indicated by a thermocouple

approaches the temperature being measured asymptotically, it
is difficult to determine precisely just when it has substan
tially reached that temperature.

For practical purposes,

therefore, it is desirable to specify the response of a therm
ocouple by the time required for it to indicate a certain per
centage of an imposed change.

Although various values have

been used, the most convenient are 63 and 90 per cent of the
steady state value.

It is possible then, to adapt this pro

cedure for determining the speed of response of an asymptotic
calorimeter.

Actually, to determine the speed of response

of this calorimeter would require a complete solution of the
equation.
. (IV-3)
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Gardon (3) suggests an approximate solution can therefore be
formulated.

The approximate solution might well be represented

by the exponential law such as
X = T * C l - a ^ J
In this equation, ^ (the time constant) is an unknown function
of radius.

Only for the center of the foil was it found

possible to determine V with any degree of reliability since
the action of a calorimeter depends on the temperature attain
ed at its center.

The value of T

constant of the instrument.

If the values of Cp

r

becomes:
%

is the effective time

Gardon (3) states that it is:

and k are taken for constantan at l60°F,

Lcm)(5*7X36>oo)

CWI2.0)

=

3,33X10

K
(IV-26)

Where E is in feet.
... ......................

V-

(IV-26a)

Where R is in centimeters.
V -

2(,t(p .R2* __ . .

(IV-26b)

Where R is in inches.
The complete solution of Equation IV-3 can be found
by the classical separation of variables method.

The values

of time constant given Equations IV-26, IV-.26a, and IV-26b
are to be considered as approximate then.

The actual solu

tion can be obtained from Figure IV-23 of this thesis.
Consider Equation IV-3.

Define the dimensionless parameters
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radius ratio

A>~ Vfe

Fourier Modulus

F — ^^/R1

T=HSss© =^

and Temperature Excess Ratio

^

Substituting these parameters in place of r, t, and T in
Equation IV-3» respectively, yields:
-

~ I *+• —

Q- . . . . . . . . .
(iv-30 )
bA?
U V 3° J
which is a non-homogenous equation. Now investigate the
substitution that

e

-

<$>+ -fo)

such that
is +
/t

^F

f'u) Jo.
'

is
^

(iv-31)

i be made homogenous if
'
Cia
A*

+ 1 = 0

(IV-32)

.2
to let f (A) = JL

so

f\‘/ a J' V . .
_+ .T ( 4j -FI - O
’%
Therefore

, e- ©-

"%

+ 1

- O

*A

will make Equation IV-30 homogenous.

The boundary conditions

must be modified according to the variable change such that
/t~ o

FOR.

FlMlTE

(iv-33)
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(IV-36)

The equation of parameter © is now homogenous and can be
written in the form
5 i

4-

^

^ A-

. . . . . .

._. . .

(IV-37)

y v 7"

assume the solution
a-.FR,
such that

(IV-38)

..............

R* 4. R" - O

) ~A
(IV-39)

Investigation of the zero separation constant shows that

F=

A

and
t,= 0
dz I ■ & = .

Q.
y

‘
»
/
'
k

I

With the aid of an auxiliary equation, these can be written
such that:
- 0
-_r } L
J' h p - - Iwir) -

p_=_-nir
P=_£'
- m r 1 =_£.

tillr2+My=•RA~idP -<$>
............ ..

(IV-^O)
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Investigation of the

F' +
and

A

separation constant shows that

- o___. -P-A e.'^^
_

_sI*
R

°
«•«.

R

which can be written in the form

R./J + 1 £* +

- O

...................... (iv-4i)

A.
which is a zeroth order Bessel Equation; therefore, the solu
tion is

of the First Kind.

Figure TV-22

Bessel Function of Zeroth Order
of the Second Kind.
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Since R is always finite, C must equal 0,

This is true since

the Y of zero goes to minus infinity as the argument of the
o
second kind of Bessel function goes to zero. Then,
^

-■ A (S—

-------------------------- . . . . (iv-i+3)

such that

® -

......

1

(IV-44)
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or
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._ _ Jo CAn Jl)
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(iv-45)

The Fourier-Bessel constant can be evaluated by the formula

A w = lfU. JoCAn A)6«.V-Jl Jr__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(IV-46)

zCr, a * ) ) 2.

»

j 0q n /,)jyA« - A^-IoO.jiJic.1
a
1

= /q[ M ( U f - % U ]
2.1 J I C A h ) ] *

-

- atA»)
JoCAn)

” — z Art_ _ _
A? 3,6M

1

&)
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so that the total solution Is

-AU

n-« Ah
where Ah are the + roots of

CAy|O

*.--(i v -47)

5iC An )

Another very useful equation with the units of temperature
can be derived.

Rewriting Equation IV-3 for convenience,

yields
4

or

"

S. £T«

It

al

§iT

= t

■1ST + . £ l
r
V 1-

+ r fr * ^

rearranging into the form of
_____ =-1+ J £T
sJ
rH/ik

+

£r

•

h ? 2"

now defining

the equations can be rearranged to the form of
|I

, £T_ A T = _ ^ T
^
dt
fCpS

(IV-48)

(IV-^9)
(IV-49a)
(IV-49b)
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o
Figure IV-23 Four Times the Temperature Excess Ratio Versus
Fourier Modulus for Various Values of Radius Ratio.
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and after algebratie manipulation, the Equation IV-3 can tie
written
(IV-50)
The equation can be made homogenous by making the
substitution

T=

+*ftcr)

. . . ........

such that
+ 1 ^

-4.Jj£) 4

0" ^<r

cr '

(iv-51)

ill
+ •P'co’)

then
■fIfi/p +
+ I " O
The problem is to find f(<fl such that

rf-PVfrJ

+

±

6 -o

A successful try is

ftm = '

% ...

(IV-52)

Substituting Equation IV-52 into Equation IV-50 yields

- -L

4-

.......... (iv-53 )

^ a2
which is a homogenous equation. The boundary conditions are

T= O at t -R
I - O

FOR.

Av-T_ A L 1_ _ r _ _ L O M E . N J _ _ *fc= O . .

(i v -54)

(iv-55)
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I* 00 at

r=o

p

a

i

. . (iv-56)

These boundary conditions can be transformed to a dummy
variable, U, by letting

U ct,C 7 )« T + K<5*Z

..............................

UCOjOT) = TCCTjO) _£_'/lOr*. C

_ U . ( ^ S i) -

X ^ , Os) T

-

CIV-57)

A C l - • •.

(IV-58)

lA Os*". . .

(IV-59)

Now, assume the product solution
u =

z c f j 2 c<r)

_____________

such that
^U.

=

I ^U_ 4 - ^ U .

^
*<r
, S l - a
2
O’ 2

_________

iff2- = > * - ___________
X

then
-

Z'l-A * ? = o

A*od

__________

- o

This is in the form of a zeroth order Bessel function.
Multiply by O^, such that

$*■£+

ar f * a V J z
1

= 0

. _ _ _ _ _ tiv_ o)
6

therefore,

BToOcr) + c y 0 (Aff). . . . . . .
and C=0 since finite at r=0.

XIV-61)

The constant terms can be
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considered such that at

>=o
Z~A
and

jk ~ B

for the 0 separation variable.
constant

Consider now the separation

or
U « > T e ' A V JoOur)

OK

BA-

A

Adding all the solution yields

T« i(<£~ ^)+ Z A I oT" JoCta-J. . (iv-62)

T 1
1-1
The evaluation of An can be accomplished by using the FourierBessel expansion:

<IV'63'
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Al =
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or finally
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wherein are the + roots such that

JoC

~o

If the parameters q" t/£CpS and ^ b
‘fete. C

are substituted back

into the Equation IV-65, the equation becomes:

T=

/ R.1- - ,-M - aisk*

^

5

<a^

%R

’

Design Procedure.

(IV.66)

G

T

Figures IV-24 and IV-25 and the

sensitivity curves of Figure IV-5 now make it possible to
determine particular R ’s and S ’s for a given sensitivity
and a characteristic response time.

This can be done in

the following manner,
(1)

Choose the construction material such as constantan, tungsten, platinum or other material
suitable for the required application and free
from noise and interference.

This means the

melting temperature, Thomson effect, the effect
of temperature on the properties of this material,
welding or bonding difficulties, are problems
that must be evaluated.
(2)

Determine the dlffusivity of the candidate
material.

Choose an instrument sensitivity

which has been tested over the desired ranges
and ’found to be free of noise and interference

*

r;
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(3)

Choose a thickness of the foil sensor face such
that it will withstand the stresses to which it
is subjected during testing.

Manufacturing

difficulties may arise; therefore, the foil
should be weldable; also, it must be readily
obtainable.
(U)

The radius of the foil and the response time have
been fixed by choosing sensitivity and thickness.
Likewise, if any two of the variables, that is,
sensitivity, response time, thickness or radius
are chosen, the other two are automatically
fixed.

It may be necessary to choose an instru

ment with a very small response time and a cer
tain sensitivity.

When these two are chosen,

the thickness and the radius are automatically
but not uniquely determined.

These relation

ships are shown in Figures IV-23 and IV-5.
They are the curves that could be used for a
calorimeter for a given set of design specifica
tions .

Experimental Results.

Hy-Cal Engineering reports

their calibration techniques.
Radiant heating rate calibrations are usually accomp
lished in facilities in which the test sensors are exposed
to thermal radiation from a heated graphite or carbon
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source, the source being resistance heated with a low
voltage, high current supply. A facility of this type
is calibrated by comparing the emitted radiation to
that of a known black body using a reference radiometer.
The source brightness temperature is measured with an
optical pryometer which gives the final facility cali
bration presented in the form of thermal flux versus
brightness temperature.
Convective calibration techniques are not as straight
forward as the radiant calibrations. This is due to the
fact that there are about as many varying techniques as
there are individuals using calorimeters. The techniques
range from simple torch assemblies, or aspirated torch
assemblies in which various cooling gases are introduced
to vary the heating rates, to the more refined techniques
using plasma tunnels. In all cases, however, the pro
cedure remains the same, as the calorimeter output is
compared to that of a known or reference calorimeter. (7)
Determination of Calorimeter Effective Temperature.
The following relationships show that a calorimeter exposed
to a constant incident heating rate experiences an effective
heating rate somewhat lower than the incident flux.

The

effective heating rate will be seen to be dependent on the
calorimeter's temperature, and in the case of radiant energy,
is also dependent on the calorimeter's

emissivity.

The

relationship for convective heat transfer is;

Q- k (Ts- Tc) . . ,.. .........

(iv-67)

The relationship for radiant heat transfer is;

— creC

I^ .3 • * * * * * * * * • ° (iv—68)

The simplifying assumption is made that the radiating
source is a black body and is infinite in extent compared to
the sensor.

For cases departing from these conditions, the
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source's emissivity and the form factor term should be
Incorporated into the above expression.
In the previous expressions, when considering asymptotic
calorimeters, the member T must, in practice, be modified.
c
This is necessary because the sensor has a large temperature
gradient across its surface, thus, an effective sensor tempera
ture must be defined.

It has been shown analytically and

experimentally (7) that this effective temperature should be
as follows:
"ifc - T © +

.75 lcr

...................... (IV-69)

The derivation of this equation is as follows.

In

convective heating, the local heating rate is given by
Equation IV-67, which is repeated here:

-f>(Ts-T<J.... <iv-7o)

'R

Inserting Equation IV-70 into Equation IV-7, the results are:

---- c ’
-.dj + r d j - r ’l t T - T s l r o ,
Of

,

(iv-71)

Sk.

With the proper substitutions, Equation IV-71 is a form of
Bessel's equation, and the solution is given as a function
of IQ , which is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind, or order zero.
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-I WfXk!>\ .

IQ is defined by:
I0 (X)

•r=0
2
,
x
= 1 +—
+
4

4
x
—
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(IV-72)
(IV-73)

Solving IV-71 and satisfying the boundary conditions of
Equations IV-74 and IV-75

T-T0 @ r-R ............
®
results%

,_

— \

(iv-74)

r= o

(IV-75)

I o f r W )

-r

J ’ ( T o ' ls)
I o ( R i W ' J " 4 '*• • • < ™
For small values of h (or large values of Ts ), the temperature
from IV-76 has the same parabolic distribution as given in
Equation IV-77 for a constant heating rate.

The value of T

at the center of the disc is:

.T* Cr.-T»)

4- lS

• • • •

(IV-77)

It C R. Hh/S'kO
It is now possible to relate the calorimeter temperature
difference, Tc - TQ to some heating rate.

An obvious heating

rate to use is qo, the heating rate to a surface at T0 .
After some algebra, there results from Equation IV-77•

%

-------------

For small values of the argument, R \h/sk', (iY'76) simplifies to

= (Tt -T<,)jS4 +

IV-79)
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It now appears that qQ is not a good choice for a reference
heating rate, since there is not a constant relationship
between q0 and (T

- TQ ).

From inspection of Equation IV-79

select an effective calorimeter temperature, TC , defined by:

..... Te.-~n>+

(iv-80)

and define an effective heating rate, q , as the heating
e
rate to a surface at a temperature of Tq :
k(Ts -Tc )

............................ (IV-81)

Then, by combining Equation IV-78 through Equation IV-81,
there results:
C T c . - T j ' t ^ ........................ (IV-82)
Equation IV-82 is the same as Equation IV-8a, which was the
solution for a constant heating rate.

Therefore, by using

the effective temperature, the calorimeter can be treated
as though it had a constant heating rate.

This effective

temperature should be used both in calibration and in flight
test evaluation.
In radiant heating, the local heating rate is given
by Equation IV-68, which is repeated here:^

« . . . (IV-68)

The fourth power in Equation IV-68 makes the resultant
differential Equation IV-7 quite complex.

However, some
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simplifications are possible.

Radiant heating is insensi

tive to the magnitude at temperatures that are expected on
the calorimeter.

As an extreme example, consider the radiant

heat transfer between two infinitely wide black bodies.

The

constant, C, then becomes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
•0.483x10“^

Btu/ft^ sec °R^.

It would be reasonable to

completely neglect the local calorimeter temperature.

As

the next approximation, the variation of q with T could be
considered linear.

As an example, for Ts = 2500 °F and

0<T<1000°F, q can be approximated by:
q = .0025 (15,000 - T)

................ (IV-83)

Equation IV-83 has the same form as the convective heating
Equation IV-70.

Thus, by repeating the analysis described

by Equation IV-?0 through Equation IV-87, it can be shown
that the effective calorimeter temperature for radiant
heating is the same as the effective calorimeter temperature
for convective heating.
Discussion of Results.

One question that might arise

is the question of how much heat is being conducted away from
the center of* the sensor foil due to the wire thermocouple
connection.

To answer this question, an electrical analog

shown in Figure IV-,2^ was devised.

The only case analyzed

was the case of the surface of the sensor face suddenly
raising to a new temperature.

Figure TV—?A An Electrical Analog- to Demonstrate
the Flow of Heat out of the Conducting Wire.

x
(\3

\

\
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Fisrure IV-2'la A Close-uo of the Foil end Center Wire Junction
with a Constant Temperature (T ) on the Sensor Surface.
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The other cases were not included since access to a good
analog computer was not available at this time.

The applied

conditions were as shown in Figure IV-25 below.

It was

found that the temperature across the junction varied from
.965 ^surface at the edSes to a value of .95^ Surface at
the center of the thermocouple junction.

See Figure IV-25.

%
Figure IV-25 An Electrical Analog Demonstrating the Approximate
Temperature Distribution Across the Thermocouple Junction.
This means that a very small temperature gradient existed and
only a small amount of heat flowed down the conducting wire.
Another way to express the consequences of this result is to
state that only a small temperature error existed at the point
of connection due to the conducting wire.
This is not to say that this loss is not important for
any method of decreasing the loss would be a net increase in
the sensitivity of the calorimeter.

Since q"c<©m , any method
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to raise the center temperature would result in a net higher
reading in q".

One method of achieving a higher output is

by decreasing the heat loss through wire W.

This is not

advocating the usage of a poor conductor as a wire for a
paradox exists here.

The body of the calorimeter must be a

good conductor to decrease Tg as much as possible.
and the body should be of the same material.

The wire

A possible

answer lies, then, in the size of the connecting wire.

The

smaller the wire, the less will be the heat transfer away
from the center of the calorimeter face and a greater ©m
will result.
Further applications of analogs would certainly be
helpful and could constitute further study in this area.
The other cases would, however, demand that a mathematical
model such as Equation IV-2 be obtained and then the analog
becomes possible for the specified boundary conditions of a
sudden environmental condition or the constant heat flux
mentioned previously.
It was shown that the slope of the sensitivity curves
changed as various heat flux input patterns were imposed upon
the sensor face.

The slope of the sensitivity curves becomes

less steep if the flux inputs were greater as r approaches S.
This phenomena can be explained by reasoning that for an
infinite Z direction conductivity, the heat flux into an
elemental volume is the same as heat generation in that volume.
The greater generation of heat on the edges would cause a less

steep temperature gradient toward the periphery and thus would
cause a more pulse appearing temperature cross-section curve.
This "bunching" may be a method of gaining a greater trans
ducer output for the same materials of construction and same
heat flux input by simply adding material to the specified
region of the calorimeter sensor face in the region of
increasing r^

See Figure IV-26.

Please refer to p a g e ^ of

Chapter V, and pageioi of Appendix B;

Figure IV-26 Possible Types of Calorimeter Sensor
Foil Members for Greater Electromotive Output
for a Given Heat Flux Input.
At the present time, the agreement between the theo
retical and analytical results obtained for sensitivity are
fair, but not exact.

This agreement must be based on a

particular calorimeter, however, since R and S appear in
the sensitivity calculation.
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These figures here are only representative of the
comparison process since the "actual” value was taken from
a calibration curve for a particular calorimeter.

Likewise,

the values for R and S were only estimated from blueprints
and were not measured accurately.
A more precise method should be used to correlate
these two values.

A possible method would be to accurately

measure and record R and S for a particular calorimeter under
construction.
the output.

Then, assemble the calorimeter and measure
Certainly, these two values would not corres

pond exactly due to the imperfections of the actual calorim
eter, but the results should be more nearly the same.
In concluding this chapter, the advantages and disad
vantages of the asymptotic calorimeter will be stated.

The

asymptotic calorimeter has the advantages of having an out
put directly proportional to the heating rate "seen" by the
sensor face; it requires no

special signal conditioning and

it has long term stability in addition to being able to record
transient response data.

The disadvantages of this instrument

are that it generally is more susceptible to damage during
installation due to its thin foil sensor face.

It has a

lower operating pressure due to the foil; it has a relatively
low output being in the order of ten millivolts for its full
scale reading and they are more expensive.

CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
There are several areas of further study in regards to
both the slug and asymptotic calorimeters.

Based upon the

experience gained in researching and writing of this thesis,
noteworthy recommendations on areas of further study will be
made.

Areas where it is felt that this paper furthered the

present state-of-the-art in calorimetry will be mentioned.
It is the present opinion of the author that the
asymptotic calorimeter offers the most desirable data of the
two types of miniature calorimeters; therefore most of the
future theoretical work would be most profitable in this area
There are many reasons for this opinion.

First, it is felt

that Jones (6) has done extremely well in presenting the
data on the slope calorimeter.

Secondly, asymptotic

calorimeters measure flux changes as rapidly as they occur.
Thirdly, they are adaptable to very short heating rate
times in the same manner as the slope calorimeter.

This

statement is true since the initial response of an asymptotic
calorimeter acts on the same phenomena as a slug calorimeter.
These two instruments can be compared

to the EMF output of

thermocouple which also has some characteristic mass to
heat.
Certainly now the area of most concern is the area
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of relating the theoretical analysis to the experimental
results.

If the two can be related with satisfactory

accuracy then it may be advantageous for the industry to set
up calorimeter standards for heat flux measurement instead
of calculating heat flux from temperature potential.

The

companies of Hy-Cal Engineering, Boeing Airplane, and The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration seem to agree
on this point.
Further studies are needed, and would be beneficial
in the area of describing non-symetrical heat flux input
into the sensor of an asymptotic calorimeter.

This would

COmnrise of solvlru? tho onuation

which represents the entire mathematical model of the
asymptotic calorimeter disc.
alone is quite a challenge.

The solution of this equation
The problem of considering z?

dependence is not nearly as complex as the problem of
considering $ dependence.

Likewise, the results or the

solution with 2 dependence is not nearly as rewarding
as the solution with 6 dependence.
Some of the next most important problems are in the
analysis of the asymptotic calorimeter with the boundary
condition that the body temperature raises linearly or
exponentially with time.

The present analysis should be

valid for any body temperature T^ considered at t^
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likewise equally valid for body temperature T2 considered
at some later time t2 if the conductivity of the disc
material is the same for

as at T^.

This is to say if

the heat sink raises in temperature, the temperature of the
center raises in a proportional amount such that the output
of the calorimeter remains constant.

This can be proven

quite easily by the following method.
Let

equal the temperature of the heat sink when

q" is the input and the calorimeter is reading the steady
state output.

The output of the calorimeter is

J l-TT - C »;l

(v-i)

Now after some time of heat flux input the body has risen
to T2 and the output is

TL-T» s

Sk

............. (v-2)

if the flux input and thermal conductivity are the same

-Ik), - T» = IS), - T,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (v-3)

or
...................... (v-«
The conclusion that can be drawn from V-l through
V-^ is that if the EMF output-temperature relations are
linear the output from the transducer will be the same at
the two body temperatures.
Electrical analogs should be constructed for the
cases of constant heat flux input and suddenly applied
environment cases.

These devices could give a fairly good
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representation of the temperature distribution and heat
losses from the sensor due to the thermocouple connection
at the backface.

The electrical analog system should

provide the desired data at a minimum of cost.
Other areas of further investigation lie in the usages
of asymptotic calorimeters in the realms of measuring heat
fluxes in the region of less than 40 milliseconds.

This

can be done by extrapolation, by a differentiating circuit,
techniques or achieved by actual slope calorimeter theory.
Advantages of the asymptotic calorimeter are listed
for convenience:
1.

The output in millivolts is directly proportional
to the heating rate input.

2.

The output signal does not need special signal
conditioning.

3.

The instrument is capable of readipg transient
data as well as having long term stability.

4.

These units can be constructed with a very small
sensing area and still remain very sensitive.

5.

The output is not affected by different body
temperatures in the ideal case.

The disadvantages of an asymptotic calorimeter are:
1.

It is more susceptible to damage due to its fine
construction.

2.

The sensor is limited in its ability to withstand
pressure environments.
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3.

The output must be kept under 20 millivolts;
therefore it has a relatively low full scale output

4,

They are more expensive.

The advantages and disadvantages of a slope type
calorimeter are also listed for convenience:
1.

They have a high output capability.

(The outputs

for these units are in the order of 3° to 50
millivolts.)
2.

They can assimulate actual structural thicknesses
and actual structural total heat absorbed.

3.

They can be made extremely small.

4.

They are Ideally suited to areas where the total
heat transfer for a short period of time is
desired.

5.

They can be manufactured to withstand heavy abuse.

The disadvantages of a slope type calorimeter are:
1.

They are not immediately responsive to time
variations of heat flux input.

2.

They require a thermocouple reference junction or
a correction factor.

3.

They require considerably more data reduction
time.

Many companies throughout the United States, and
probably throughout the world, have performed computer
solutions to the temperature distribution in the sensing
area and heat sink areas of the calorimeters.

Noteworthy

attempts are Douglas Aircraft Company of Santa Monica for
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their work in the asymptotic calorimeter and Space Technology
Laboratories for their work on the slope type calorimeter.
Recent analytical attempts are presently being conducted by
Advanced Technology Laboratories, N.A.S.A. Houston and
Hy-Cal Engineering.
"As performance temperatures continue to rise the
role of the calorimeter will become increasingly important
in the battle against the heat barrier” (2).

Certainly

the miniature calorimeter has secured a place in modern
instrumentation.

If the present trends are an indication,

the field of miniature calorimeters appears exceptionally
bright and full of challenge.
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APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE
A

a

(1)

Area

(2)

Arbitrary constant

(3)
(4)

An Fourier constant

(5)

Thermocouple connection

(1)

Time when temperature on surface of a periodic

An Fourier-Bessel constant

temperature change is a maximum
B

(1)

Biot number

(2)

Arbitrary constant

(3)

Thermocouple connection

c (1 )

k

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure

(2)

C = constant; C =

(3)
(4)

Arbitrary constant

c

(1)

Center

F

(1)

Fourier Modulus

(2)

Foil of an asymptotic calorimeter

(3)

Denotes a function of another variable

f

(1)

Fluid temperature

g

(1)

Gas temperature

SC

Calorimeter calibration constant
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h

(1)

Film coefficient

I

(l)

Modified Bessel function

J

(l)

Bessel function

K

(1)

Calorimeter calibration constant

(2)

Modified Bessel function of the second kind

k

(1)

Thermal conductivity

L

(1)

Length of one half of the positive portion of the
cosine shaped heat flux input.

m

(1)

Maximum or minimum

n

(1)

Summation index

(2)

Frequency of surface temperature change

P

(1)

Body or heat sink of an asymptotic calorimeter

Q

(1)

Heat per unit time

q

(1)

Heat flux

E

(1)

Radius of the snesor disc of an asymptotic calorimeter

r

(1)

Bulk film coefficient

(2)

Variable radius

Jis (1)

r
R

= radius ratio
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S

(1)

Thickness of the calorimeter sensing face

SI (1)

Sensitivity of an asymptotic calorimeter

s

Upper surface or area of the sensing face at thick

(1)

ness Z = S
T

(1)

Temperature

t

(1)

Time

U

(1)

Variable change;

V

(1)

Volume

W

(1)

Wire of a calorimeter

X

(1)

Cartesian-coordinate

Y

(1)

Bessel function of the second kind

Z

(1)

Polar coordinate direction

0

(1)

At time = 0

(2)

At radius = 0

(3)

Zeroth type Bessel function

1

(1)

First type Bessel function

'

(1)

Denotes differentiation with respect to time or

$2
T = u - 1/4

direction, depending upon case

*

(2)

Denotes another constant related to a first constant

(1)

T at steady state

GREEK NOMENCLATURE
ot< 1)

Thermal diffusivity, i.e.

5<n

Differential temperature

^
pc
* P

^

(i)

Separation constant

e

(l)

Temperature excess

®

(l)

Variable change or 0 = ©

/(

(i)

Separation constant

?

(i)

Density of the material under discussion

1-1

A variable of C

T - Tf or T - Tg
. 2 .

\A

(2)

r =<r
\ SK

T

(i)

3.14159-* • •

V

(i)

^VfOpS

(2)

Time

APPENDIX B
SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION -£H =
SK
WHEN q" = q£ cos TEr, q" = q£
q" - ^

/ dT
1 d (r /dr) (B-I)
r
dr
cosh (r/L),

sec (JL£1), q" = q” (-mr + b)

FOE

CASES II TO IV, RESPECTIVELY.
The general method of solving B-I is to approximate q"
in each case by an infinite series and then integrate the
series twice term by term over the proper limits.

Since the

solutions are quite similar, the method will be demonstrated
just once, but the infinite series by which the remaining
cases were solved will be given.
The case of the Secant shaped heat flux input pattern
is taken as the example.
5EC%

From the trigonometric relation,

C.0 5 ■%

o
or, using the Taylor series, the secant trigonometric form
can be aooroximated.

or,

let
tVifin
(B-2)
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Substituting B-2 Into B-I yields:

_jji!J /+ <?<J a<l -«■ 41
£ u

+ IL/$JL
rf + .
} * • "

r £

) Jr=

<*/

4

I

-Sir £+/I)\eL + X — /I)1*r6 4- Jd-/lf rl + *" + ^

&L *

W^.ai

iP-*1' *

<B-3)
J- Jt - £>
rfr

/. M - O

T-7s- +

jcVif x i +■ S-c*(ff+

f k L * W M ‘2l W 4 !

/ if

Ca/

m

g^r,+Ar\l(g!lilS 4. .£__ /jr\* R4-r4+

-

jE T L V

f W

W

Let r-*o and factor

/
/4

" « &

+ t W

Ja
,,,

( r J

* A ® ' ' * - f c r ( S ‘ e‘ * J

and
q .-

S „ 4fL

<B-5)

®

R r ( l^ - 0 W % a i +
The other cases can be evaluated in similar manner

using the equations:
t//
dias/ = /

cW

/ ■
=■A

^

' 7

+ * % lt

//#

(B-6)

(B-7)
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ABSTRACT
Coffin, Gary Rex, M.S., Brigham Young University,
August 1963.

Major Professor:

Richard D, Ulrich.

Heat

Flux Measurement bv Miniature Calorimeters.
The object of this research was undertaken to extend
the present theoretical analysis of the slope and asymptotic
miniature calorimeters.

Some effort was also extended in

the correlation between the theoretical analysis and the
existing experimental results.
The sensor discs of the slope and asymptotic calorim
eters were analyzed on the basis of a heat balance and the
theoretical output of the calorimeter was predicted.

Design

procedures for various sensitivities and response times were
presented.

The theoretical output was compared with the

actual output.

The deviation between theoretical and experi

mental was explained.

The error in making certain simplifying

assumptions was discussed.

This comment is particularly true

in the area of neglecting the Z component gradients, conductiv
ity, etc.
Recommendations, present usages, and state-of-the-art
construction data are presented.
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